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INTRODUCTION ‘

Democratic government, since the beginning of the nineteenth century,

has been spreading widely over the world. Like all great movements in

history it seeks its own architectural expression · its own abode in

which to function in an efficient and persuasive manner.

The idea of representative and elective assemblies is not new; nor is

the idea of giving them adequate and distinguished shelter a new con-

cept. A demand for architectural symbole of unity and power has been

created as a result of the rise of nationalism. In like manner, the

sovereign states of the United States, with their jealously guarded

state rights, demand that their power be translated into beautiful ex—

pressions of state dignity. A Capitol Building for the State of Alaska,

the subject of this thesis, is precisely a building of this kind. The

capitol, to the average citizen, is more than just a building to house

his government. It should arouse the citizen'e affection, for it sym—

bolizes an institution which claims one of his deepest loyalties.

In selecting this particular problem for a thesis, the author was in-

fluenced by the fact that most of the "mcdern" federal architecture and

nearly all governmental architecture is poorly stated. Some of the

finest American architecture built in years, the imaginative and vigor·

ous new United States embassies, consulates, and other diplomatic

buildings that are being built abroad should be an inspiration to the

designers of our own government architecture at home, which is today
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hardly the kind of architecture to symbolize the aspirations of the

world's leading democracy or, indeed, to kindle any enthusiasm or re-

spect for the law or government itself.

There is ample precedent in the social history of our country to warrant

an al1·out effort to build something new on virgin land. Alaska is the

last frontier in our nation where free men can mold their destinies. In

the northland the lessons of the past, the experience of three hundred

years of life in America, should be utilized in creating a new civili·

zation, a new social consciousness. Congress has now approved admission

of Alaska into the Union of States.

Alaska's Americans feel deeply that the destiny of Alaska is to be not

merely to serve as a base for the defense for the Western Hemisphere,

but also - and perhaps even more important - to be a citadel of the

American idea, a firm outpost of democracy.

In order to produce a responsible architectural solution to a problem

the designer must be sensitive to the region and its people. He must

become familiar with the historical, cultural, social, economical, and

governmental background of the region. A11 peoples are imbued with

fundamental traditions. These traditions, and cultural, spiritual, and

economic aspirations must be expressed in an aesthetically gratifying

form.
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Alaska, in the author‘s opinion, provides an appropriate situation for

the study of a dynamic culture. The Capitol Building must necessarily

be an architectural statement of this culture.
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Research

OBECTIVES

The purpose of this thesis will be to investigate the physical require-

ments of a building suitable for the future needs of the State Govern~

ment of Alaska; and ta design a building which will be both adequate

and appropriate for the state capitol.
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Research ”

GEOGRAPHY

A map of Alaska spread out on top of a map of the United States at the

same scale stretches from Georgia to California. Its coastline is

longer than the United States coastline. It is about the size of the

Middle west, one·fifth the size of the continental United States. A

polar projection map will show Alaska near the center of the world air
U

rßutes. A great circle line drawn from St. Paul or Minneapolis to Tokyo

passes through the heart of Alaska. Geographically, Alaska is located

in the extreme north~western part of the North American continent. It

is a peninsula bounded on the north by the Arctic Ocean, on the west by

the Bering Sea, and on the south by the Pacific Ocean. It has common

boundaries with Canada to the east on the l4lst meridian, and to the

Ä south at 540 40' north latitude. The warm Japan current (Khro Shiwo),

flowing up from semi·tropica1 waters to the south along the Aleutians

and southern shore of the Alaska Peninsula, then down the southeast

coast of Alaska, influences climate there as much as does the better-

known Gulf Stream in the Atlantic Ocean.

CLIATE

Alaska is not a frozen wasteland as many people believe. The south-

eastern area has the same average temperature as that of Baltimore and

Philadelphia, the western area is climatically similar to New England,

and the interior is comparable to Montana and the Dakotas. It is
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notable that Barrow, on the Arctic Ocean coast, has a higher winter tem-

perature record than Fairbanks one hundred and twenty miles below the
Arctic Circle. Alaska's proximity to the North Pole is about that of
Scotland, Norway, Finland and Sweden.

Specifically, the southeastern area has mild winters, cool summers, and
heavy precipitation. The south·centra1 area has moderate winters, warm
sumers with heavy precipitation on the coast, and light rain and snow
inland. Along the Alaska Peninsula, and in the Aleutian Islands the
winters are stormy but exceptionally cold; the sumers are cool with

considerable rain and fog. Interior Alaska has very light rainfall and
lgreat extremes in winter and summer temperatures.

More rivers and harbors are subject to freezing in the United States
than in the area from the Aleutians to southeastern Alaska. Owing to
the warm ocean currents and warm winds traveling eastward from the Asi-
atic toast, Alaska has no freeze·up east and south of Bristol Bay.

Average annual precipitation of one hundred and fifty inches in the
southeastern region quickly drops to fifteen inches or less north of the
Alaska Range, and steadily decreases to five inches on the Arctic coast.2

PEOPLE

Through the years the people who have gone to Alaska have gone there im-
bued with the most fundamental of all American traditions, that of
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moving westward in search of greater opportunity and greater freedom.

They have been able to overcome the rigors of the climate, they have

been able to conquer the wilderness, they have been able to clear the

forests, they have been able to build themselves log cabins — in short,

they have been able to win the battle with nature.

Alaskan men and women are individualists with a strong belief in their

right to think, say, and do as they please. Alaskans have a fierce

pride in the civilization they have built, largely with their own

hands. Alaska's cities and towns are not unlike those in the United

States. The same pattern exists in shopping streets, schools,

churches, chambers of commerce, civic organizations, and clubs as that

which is found in almost any town in the United States. The great di£·
3 ference is that Alaska's towns are scattered widely throughout the

territory. Some of the towns are connected with other centers only by

ship, river boat, or airplane; others are also connected by railroad

and highway. Most cities and towns are modern and progressive. Some

of the larger cities have joined together to develop an Alaskan Music

Trail Circuit, which offers stage and concert productions. Residents

are accustomed to the normal comforts, and many of the luxuries, in

Alaska, and they live as easily as the average American. Airplanes are

used widely by passengers and for freight.
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AIR TRAVEL
l

Progress in aviation has been so rapid in Alaska that prophecy con-
cerning its future knows no bounds. The territory's strategic location,

however, has already established it as one of the important crossroads
of world flights by sky giants of the coming age. The per capita use
of airplanes in Alaska is seventy times that of the United States. In
this respect Alaska has long ranked first in the world.

GOVERNMENT

The State Governent has Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches.
The executive power of the State is vested in the Governor. The term
of office of the Governor is four years, beginning at noon on the first
Monday in December folloing his election, and ending at noon on the
first Mbnday in December four years later. There is a Secretary of

State who performs such duties as may be prescribed by law and as may
be delegated to him by the Governor. In case of the temporary absence

of the Governor from office, the Secretary of State serves as Acting

Governor. 3

The legislative power of the State is vested in a legislature, con-

sisting of a Senate, with a membership of twenty, and a House of Repre-
sentatives, with a membership of forty. Their terms begin on the
fourth Monday of the January following election. A bill becomes law if,

while the legislature is in session, the Governor neither signs nor
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vetoes it within fifteen days. The Governor shall reapportion the house

of representatives immediately following the official reporting of each

decennial census of the United States. Reapportionment shall be based

upon civilian population within each election district as reported by

the census. The Governor may further redistrict by changing the size

and area of election districts, subject to the limitations of the

constitution. 4

The judicial power of the State is vested in a Supreme Court, a Superior

Court, and the courts established by the legislature.

The Supreme Court is the highest court of the State, with final appel·

late jurisdiction. It consists of three justices, one cf whom is Chief

Justice. The number of justices may be increased by law upon the re-

quest of the Supreme Court. The Superior Court shall be the trial court

of general jurisdiction and shall consist of five judges. The number

of judges may be changed by law.

The Judicial Council shall consist of seven members. Three attorney

members shall be appointed for six-year terms by the governing body of

the organized state bar. Three non-attorney members shall be appointed

for six·year terms by the Governor, subject to confirmation by a joint

session of the legislature. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

shall be, ex officio, the seventh member and chairman of the Judicial

Council. The Judicial Council shall act by concurrence of four or more
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members and according to rules which it adapts. The Judicial Council

shall conduct studies for improvement of the administration of justice,

and make reports and recommendations to the Supreme Court and to the

legislature at intervals of not more than two years. The Judicial

Council shall perform other duties assigned by law. 5

All local government powers shall be vested in boroughs and cities. The

State may delegate taxing powers to organized boroughs and cities only.

The fiscal system of the State is controlled by laws enacted by the

state legislature. At present there exists a state tax which is based

on the federal tax. Its rate is 14% of the federal income tax.

HISTORY

A1aska's written history begins in Russia during the reign of Peter the

Great. Czar Peter commissioned Vitus Bering, a Danish sea captain in
” his service, to explore the northwest coast of the American continent.

In 1728, Bering sailed far enough north, through what is now called

Bering Streit, to establish the fact that the land was part of the North

American Continent. In 1741 Bering returned on the ship, St. Peter, and

made a landing on the coast of south-central Alaska.

Russia based her claim to the ownership of northwestern North America

upon these voyages of Vitus Bering and, soon after his second expe-

dition, Russian fur traders advanced along the Aleutians, depleting the
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country of furs, practically exterminating the sea otter, enslaving the

Aleuts, and making war on the Indians.

The first settlement was made by the Russians at Three Saints on Kodiak

Island in 1784. In 1799, the Russian~American Company, a Russian

trading corporation, assumed absolute domination over everything in

Russian·America under the terms of a twenty·year concession which was

renewed periodically. Alexander Baranof was manager of the company for

approximately twenty years. In 1806, he moved the capital from Kodiak

n to Sitka, and for years Sitka was the most cosmopolitan town west of

the Mississippi and north of Mexico City.

The progress of the Russians can be traced by the remaining Russian

Orthrodox Churches, wooden framed and turnip·domed, built by the Aleuts

and Indians under the missionary priests. These monuments to the

Russians are found eastward along the Aleutians, at Kodiak, and at

Sitka, last capital of Russian·America.

In 1855, during the Crimean War, when it was feared that the British

might seize the country, Russia tried to sell this part of North Amer~

ica to the United States, but the transaction was not made until later

when Secretary of State William H. Seward urged the United States Con·

gross to purchase the area. On March 30, 1867, the treaty was signed

by Baron Edouard de Stoekl for Russia and Secretary Seward for the

United States. The formal transfer occurred at Sitka on October 18, 1867.
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Congress appropriated $7,200,000 for the purchase of the Territory.

When Alaska was purchased from Russia, little thought was given to the

wealth of the land itself. There was no effort to develop the country,

and from 1867 until 1884 it was almost completely neglected. The

United States Army was in charge for the first decade, but its juris-

diction was withdrawn in 1877. From 1877 until 1879, the Treasury De-

partment administered Alaskan affairs through a Deputy Collector of

Customs, and he in turn, was succeeded by the Navy Department, which

had charge of administration until Congress, hy an act of May 17, 1884,

provided for the government in the District of Alaska, with the tempo-

rary capital located at Sitka.

The discovery of gold in the Klondike River in the Canadian Yukon in the

late l890's caused the famous gold rush to the Territory. The great in-

flun of people made government activities, as they existed at that time,
1

entirely inadequate. But the act of Congress of June 6, 1900 greatly

extended and defined the organization of the government and courts.

The Act of June 6, 1900, provided that "Alaska shall constitute a civil
2

and judicial district" and that "the temporary seat of government of

said district is hereby established at Juneau: provided, that the seat

of government shall remain at Sitka until suitable grounds and buildings

thereon shall be obtained by purchase or otherwise at Juneau."

The principal departments of government at that time were the Governor's
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office, the Surveyor—Genera1's office, the Customs Office, the District

Court, and Marshal's office. There seems to be no official date for the

opening of the Governor's office in Juneau, but the move took place in

September, 1906. When Wilford B. Hoggatt was appointed governor in

1906, he moved the office to Juneeu and set it up in an abandoned mission

building. The office was later moved into rented quarters where it re-

mained until the present Federal Building was completed in 1931.

Under an act of May 7, 1906, Alaska was empowered to elect a Delegate

to Congress, and by the Organic Act of August 24, 1912, the incorporated
‘

Territory of Alaska was created, and a bicameral legislature was estab-

lished to convene biennially for sixty days at the capital, which was

fixed at Juneau. The first Territorial Legislature met in 1913. 6
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JUNAU

Today the capital of Alaska is a modern city, a beehive of activity at

the base of two majestic mountains (Mt. Juneau and Mt. Roberts) that

almost seem to shove it into the sea. The city of Juneau, on the main·

land of Southeastern Alaska at approximately 58° 1S' north latitude and

l34° 2A' west longitude and situated on the eastern shore of Gastineau

Channel, is about 900 miles northwest of Seattle, and approximately 80

miles from the open Pacific Ocean. It is sheltered by Douglas,

Admiralty and Chichagof Islands to the west. The approach to Juneau

through the inland passage is surrounded by mountains, those of the

mainland being the highest. Mt. Juneau and Mt. Roberts, on whose slopes

the town is built, rise precipitously to 3,500 feet and more.

Access to the town is by boat or plane only; at this time no highway

connects it to the United States or Canada, although a ferry carries

cars and passengers between Juneau and Heines, where connecting highways

to Fairbanks and Anchorage and the continental road network start.

The Juneau area is characterized by high mountains rising abruptly from

the sea to heights of 3,500 feet or more. Fjords cut the coast and

generally terminate in river valleys which extend through the mountain

ranges and provide access to the interior. The country has been subject

to severe glacial action, which has exaggerated the steep mountain

slopes and left "U" shaped valleys through which the larger rivers now

flow. The ocean depths of the inland waterways follow the pattern of
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the coast. In many places they are over 50 fathoms deep a few hundred

yards off shore. 7

CLIMATE

Warm southerly winds, which prevail over most of South·eastern Alaska,

give the area a mild but moist climate.

The annual mean temperature at Juneau is 42.20, with a mean of 56° in

July and 29.S° in January. The highest temperature recorded in 67

years was 896, and the minimum, minus l5°. Only seven miles from the

city of Juneau, which has an average annual rainfall of 85 inches, the

recording station at the airport shows about 30 percent less precipi-

tation and slightly lower mean temperature. The snowfall for the

Juneau area is in the neighborhood of 100 inches annually, although

under normal conditions, alternating rain and snow prevent large

accumulations.

HISTORY

The first gold discoveries in the Juneau area were in 1869. Sitka was

the capital of the territory at this time.

In 1880 N. A. Fuller of Sitka, on the strength of a favorable report by

John Muir in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin regarding gold possi-

bilities on the southeast Alaska mainland, sent Joe Juneau and Richard

Harris to investigate the coastal belt. These two men stopped at
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several locations near Windham, but were not encouraged by their finds

and continued prospecting north until they reached Gold Creek in the

middle of August. Here they found rich gravel and pieces of quartz

containing free gold. Following the creek upstream they found the

auriferous quartz in place, and, after locating a number of lode and

placer claims, they carried almost 1,000 pounds of ore back to Sitka.

This strike caused great excitement in Sitka, and on November 26 a party

of 30 people started for Gold Creek, where they arrived December 16.

Many new locations where gold existed were found that winter, in spite

of the heavy snow. Cabins were built and the small community grew and

flourished.

During the spring and summer of 1881 there was a great deal of activity

in the new gold field and the entire region was prospected. By this

time the population of the village was 100 people. The town was first

called Rockwell, later Harrisburg, and then, at a miner's meeting held

December 14, 1881, the name was changed to Jungen in honor of the elder

of the two discoverers of the district. At a later date, the Harris

mining district was named after Joe Juneau's partner, Richard Harris,

who at that time was Recorder for the district.

In 1900 Juneau was made capital of the Territory, but it was not until V
1906 that the various government offices had completed their move to

the new seat of activities. This new source of revenue for the city
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grew gradually as federal activities in Alaska became greater and,

fortunately for the residents of the Gsstineau Channel area, this

afforded a strong pillar on which to lean after the cessation of gold

mining activities.

Juneau is more metropolitan than any other community in Alaska. Stores,

movies, lodges, churches, hospitals, and restaurants are on a par with

those of cities in the states which are several times Juneau's size.

The Federal and Territorial Building, locally called the Capitol

Building, is crowded with a host of government bureaua. It is finished

inside with marble quarried in Alaska, and was built at a cost of more

than a million dollars.
8
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ANALYSIS

In gathering the data for a capitol building, an attempt was made to

„ project the requirements of the Capitol several decades into the future.

The most important divisions of a state capitol and legislative build-

ing have been, and presumably will continue to be: the executive or
Ü

governor's unit, the legislative unit, and the judicial unit. These

units have sometimes been housed under one roof, sometimes under several.

Because of site limitations, the designer will limit the spaces in the

Alaska capitol building to those elements which presuably will require

the least expansion.

The legislative and judicial departments are not subject to much ex-

pansion; even a considerable growth in population does not often strain

uns capacity of their quarters es originally designed. In the execu·

tive department, the governor's suite can generally be considered static

in its area requirements, but the departmental appendages can and do ex-

pand as the population increases and the departments' activities become

more complicated.

Large states have of necessity constructed groups of buildings to house

this rapidly increasing executive department. So coplex has all gov-

ernment become that such separation is becoming almost universal. A

building group will be taken into consideration in the design of a

"static" capitol: Buildings which will not encourage appendages — where

the form remsins non~changing — a symbol with authority in stateent of

form. 9
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LEGISLATIVE CHAMBERS

Usually, the legislative area includes either one or two legislative

chambers, depending on whether the political unit has one or two

houses of representation. Most states have both a senate and an es-

sembly. In planning the area in question, two activities should con-

tinually be kept in mind. The first is the function and requirements

of the legislators, collectively, individually, and in relation to

their committees. The assembly rooms, the House of Representatives and

the Senate, will be of different sizes, since the Senats has fewer

members than the House. These bodies must have contact with each other,

with the governor, with the public, and with various departments of the

state. Since the individual senators and representatives will have

numerous contacts with the public, adequate provision should be made

for them to confer with their constituents in lounges adjacent to the

legislative chambers. Consideration should be given to the desira·

bility of private entrances which will allow the legislators proper

access to the chamber without their going through public rooms, It

should also be borne in mind that committee work and bureau work in

modern legislatures have increased and will continue to increase.

The legislative chambers themselves should be carefully designed with

special emphasis on acoustics and lighting. The seating should be

ample and comfortable. Facilities for audio~visua1 presentations should
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also be provided. The interrelation of committee rooms, hearing rooms,

Speaker's room, newsroom, post office, washrooms, and lunchrooms should

be considered. A State library, having reference work areas, should be

available.

Continuous observation of government, the second activity, is one of

the protections on which democracy depends. Facilities to permit this

public scrutiny are therefore of great importance. Public galleries

should be easy of access, and should be comfortable and adequate. The

public circulation, for those coming on business as well as for sight·

seers, should receive careful study. 10

OFFICES

Many states, in the past, have not provided separate offices for their

senators and representatives. It has been felt that the usual short

sessions of state legislatures do not require the continuing presence

of legislators in the state capitol, and that offices for them are not

necessary. If offices are needed for the elected officials they can be

either in the capitol or in an adjacent state office building, along

with the administrative office and bureaus.

CGMMITTEE ROGS

As legislators exert influence over rapidly widening areas of public

life, legislative committees increase in number. The legislators work
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through committees in creating and adapting legislative actions. Each

legislative chamber must therefore have a large number of committee

rooms close to it. These rooms will vary in size depending on the im-
portance and the public nature of their activities; some will be large
enough to hold public hearings. Flexibility in their placing and de-

sign seems almost imperative. Because such committee activity is an

integral part of the modern legislative process, it is desirable to
have the committee rooms close to and accessible from the legislative
chambers or the legis1ator°s lounges„

GOVERNOR'S SUITE

Because of the importance of the Governor's activity in the government,

and his symbolic position as head of the State, bis suite should occupy
a prominent position in the plan. Adequate and impressive waiting rooms
and audience rooms are necessary. Members of the governor's cabinet,

auch as the Attorney General and the State Comptroller, head large and
growing departments with numerous personnel; the locations of auch de-

partments depend upon their size. whether they are concentrated in one
building or distributed in several office buildings, their top officials
must have convenient access to both the Governor's suite and the legis—

lative areas.

2%*52

State courts, generally known as appellate courts, vary widely in their
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jurisdiction in the different states. They decide, without benefit of

jury, on points of law raised in previous trials. Usually the only re—

quirement for such courts, other than the custoary courtroom and

judge's office, is a depository for judicial records. The size of the

courtroom depends in large measure on the nuber of spectators to be

accommodated. The modern court tends to limit the number of spectators

for, except in remote districts, court trials are no longer considered

a medium of public entertainment. From fifty to one hundred spectator

seats are usually adequate.

In conjunction with the courtroem, facilities are required for the use

of the judge, attorneys, and auch minor officials as the court recorder

or stenographer.

The judge's chamber is the seat of a vast amount of legal activity.

Here conferences are held with lawyers, with court officials, and some·

times with litigants; various papers are presented for the judge's sig-

nature, and legal points are discussed with other judges. The chamber

should be adequate in size, conveniently located with respect to the

public circulation, and directly accessible from the beach. A waiting

room and a aecretary's office complete the suite.

It has become customary to provide certain facilities for the use of

members of the bar. These usually consist of a library and a bar as·

sociation room.
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The size of the library varies with the number of laws enacted and legal

decisions handed down in the particular state. The library should con·

tain all volumes pertaining to the above and, in addition, state and

Federal court digest decisions. The library should also contain study

tables for the use of the attorneys.

Adequate space should be provided for the Attorney General, files, con·

sultation rooms, and a lobby and lounge. It must be remembered that

courtrooms require a location as far removed as possible from all out·

side disturbances, auch es street and traffic noise, and they should

not be adjacent to concentrated public circulation.

In the United States, according to court tradition, the judges represent

the majesty of the law and rule supreme within the bounds of that tra-

dition, and without benefit of weapons or show of force, exact fortuna

and even life to preserve social order. This point should be kept in

mind and the courtroom should promte the dignity and power that are

personified in the judges. 11

PRESENT CAPITOL

Alaska's present Territorial government calls the old Federal and Terri~

torial Building its capital. This building was built in 1929 and is now

crowded with a potpourri of government bureaus. The building is inade•

quate and inconvenient enough to warrant the planning of an entirely new
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building in which to conduct the state government's business. The ex· ‘

isting building is too small and lacks the necessary parking facilities.

At present the Territorial government is obliged to rent an additional

54,000 square feet of office space because of the inadequacy of the

present capital building. In addition to this space, an additional

7,600 square feet is still needed.

There are now croded into the Federal and Territorial Building the

following offices:

Post Office Maine Inspection
Bureau of Fisheries Alaska Road Comission
Cable Office Public Survey
Customs Collector G0vernor's Suite
Territorial Museum Weather Bureau
Library Forest Service
Senate Cmmissioner of Agriculture
Committee Rooms Experimental Station
House Courts
Court Library Social Security Administration

Certainly this building is not expressive of a proud and efficient

government. A new and worthy State Capitol is sorely needed.
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SITE

The selection of a site for the capitol should take into consideration:

1. The relationship of the site to the total develop-
ment of the city.

2. The convenience of the eitizens.

3. The relationship of the building to adequate
parking facilities.

The site that has been chosen is the present site of the old Federal

jail. It sits high up on a bluff overlooking the Gastinean Channel.

The site is bounded by two streets, Third Street and Fifth Street,

which run parallel to one another. Seward Street serves ss its east

boundry.

The site measures approximately 400 by 400 feet. It is a very steep

site, which will adapt itself readily to parking at several levels.

The primary importance in the selection of the site is its relationship

to the development of the city. The area imediately surrounding the

site may be considered to be an area for the future expansion of the

state government group of buildings.

The site, on a bluff overlooking the channel and framed by the steep,

timbered slopes of Mt. Juneau and Mt. Roberts, affords the perfect

setting for a distinguished Capitol for Alaska.
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V. Design
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DESIGN

The present congested character of the site makes it of paramount im-

portance to provide es much open space as possible around the capitol

group in order to let it be seen to best advantage. Attractively land-

scaped, the plazas at the base of the government buildings fulfill an

important aesthetic function by providing a setting for the buildings.

They also provide an invaluable recreational opportunity for the

building's occupants.

Architecture is a visual event, something to be seen within and without.

It must be an efficient tool for the purpose, but it must also show

the majesty and beauty of the purpose. Therefore, on the capitol site,

in the visual spaciousness afforded by the sparkling Gastineau Channel,

and with the majestic mountains as a backdrop, several related plazas

are developed with contrasting architectural masses. The contract

between the vertical office building and the horizontal Capitol creates

a striking architectural composition. The balance between these two

elements, gives the true impression of an underlying relationship of

functional importance and symbolic significance. Among these salient

elements of the architectural composition, a harmony of proportion and

an atmosphere of quiet dignity are created. Light, color, and movement

are also part of this architectural cmposition.

Taking advantage of the differences in the heights of the plazas, the

development provides as much space as is practical for parking, tracking,

and other service needs.
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The principle has been maintained that those people working daily at

the capitol must have the benefit of sun and natural light, and a feel—

ing of free space and verdure. Therefore, a skyscraper has been de-

signed for the bureaucracy of the state. This building is designed to

allow a flexible pattern of interior areas, which may be easily and

economically rearranged to suit changing needs. Similarly, while the

main building masses will determine the composition and use of the

land area, much of the space can be kept free for future construction

that may be in harmony with the pattern already laid down.

Important technical reasons dictate that the lighting of the chambers

be subject to the most minute regulation in order to meet the require~

mente of the various information media: photography, cinema, and

television. Hanse the chambers must depend completely on artificial

lighting. The surrounding lounges, lobbies, and comittee spaces, how-

ever, are planned to profit from the channel site, and from the view

of the park-like areas on the adjacent mountain slopes.

Placed within the plazas the capitol buildings achieve their proper

architectural importance. One hopes, therefore, that there may develop,

as an extension of the city's planning program, an urban environment of

park, waterscape, and residences, a unit properly related to the state

government buildings, and one which will create an effective setting for

the capitol. There is a unique opportunity for creating a civic center,
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and for an urban reurganization of important parts of the city in tune

with the hopes which are held by the fareighted men who have the devel-

opment of Juneau, Capital of Alaska, in their hands.
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VI . Presentation
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Master Plan for City of Juneau
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Sitze Plan (Contour Map)
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Site Plan
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Lezgislator 's Level
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Public Press Level
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Committee Room Level
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V
Southwest Elevation _
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, Southeast Elevation
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Chamber Section B·-B ·—·-·- A•A
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Longitudinal Section A~·A

Longitudinal Section B··B
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Gverall Perspective
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Lobby Porspeactzive
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V
Chamber Perspective
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. VII. Goncluaious
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CONCLUSIONS

It is felt by the writer that the experience undergone in direct re-
search on the exercise in presenting a solution for this thesis by the
preceding graphic design has been invaluable design training. It has
been well worth the time and effort spent.
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ABSTRACT _____
A STATE CATITOL BUILBING PGR ALASKA

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the physical requirements

of a building suitable for the future needs of the State Government of

Alaska; and to design a building which will be both adequate and appro»

priate for the state capitol.

The writer, in order to produce a more meaningful thesis, made a per·

sonal investigation of the site. He spent a period of three months in

Juneau, Alaska doing research and generally familiarizing himself with

all aspects of the problem.

The present congested character of the site makes it of paramount im-

portance to provide as much open space as possible around the capital
~ group in order to let it be seen to best advantage. Attractively land·

scaped, the plazas at the base of the government buildings fulfill an

important aesthetic function by providing a setting for the buildings.

On the capitol site, several related plazas are developed with con·

trasting architectural masses. The contrast between the vertical office

building and the horizontal Capitol creates a striking architectural
composition. The balance between these two elments, gives the true

impression of an underlying relationship of functional importance and

symbolic significance.

Taking advantage of the differences in the heights of the plazas, the



development provides as much space as is practical for parking,

trucking, and other service needs.

The principle has been maintained that those people working daily at

the capitol must have the benefit of sun and natural light, and a

feeling of free space and verdure. Therefore, a skyscraper has been

designed for the bureaucracy of the state. This building is designed

to allow a flexible pattern of interior areas, which may be easily and

economically rearranged to suit changing needs. Similarly, while the

main building masses will determine the composition and use of the land

area, much of the space can be kept free for future construction that

may be in harmony with the pattern already laid down.

Placed within the plazas the capitol buildings achieve their proper

architectural importance. One hopes, therefore, that there may develop,

as an extension of the city’s planning program, an urban environment

of park, waterscape, and residences, a unit properly related to the

state government buildings, and one which will create an effective

setting for the capital. There is a unique opportunity for creating a

civic center, and for an urban reorganization of important parts of

the city in tune with the hopes which are held by the farsighted men

who have the development of Juneau, Capital of Alaska, in their hands.


